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the slow, organic transformation of many generations to
effect a radical change, for instinct is the energic expression
of a definite organic foundation.
• Thus with every repressed tendency a considerable
sum of energy ultimately remains. This sum corresponds
with the potency of the instinct and guards its effective-
ness, notwithstanding the deprivation of energy which
made it unconscious. The measure of extraversion in the
conscious attitude entails a like degree of infantilism and
archaism in the attitude of the unconscious. The egoism
' which so often characterizes the extravert's unconscious
attitude goes far beyond mere childish selfishness; it even
verges upon the wicked and brutal. It is here we find in
fullest bloom that incest-wish described by Freud. It is
self-evident that these things are entirely unconscious,
remaining altogether hidden from the eyes of the un-
initiated observer so long as the extraversion of the
conscious attitude does not reach an extreme stage. But
wherever an exaggeration of the conscious standpoint
takes place, the unconscious also comes to light in a
symptomatic form, i.e. the unconscious egoism, infantilism,
and archaism lose their original compensatory characters,
and appear in more or less open opposition to the
conscious attitude. This process begins in the form of an
absurd exaggeration of the conscious standpoint, which is
aimed at a further repression of the unconscious, but
usually ends in a reductio ad absurdum of the conscious
attitude, i.e. a collapse. The catastrophe may be an objec-
tive one, since the objective aims gradually become
falsified by the subjective. I remember the case of a
printer who, starting as a mere employ^, worked his way
up through two decades of hard struggle, till at last he
was the independent possessor of a very extensive business.
The more the business extended, the more it increased
its hold upon him, until gradually every other interest

